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investment under uncertainty, and illustrate it with some practical applications 1 The orthodox theory of investment has not recognized the important
qualitative and quantitative implications of the interaction between irreversibility, uncertainty, and the choice of timing We will argue that this
neglect explains some of the failures of that
Investment under Uncertainty - Project MUSE
investment depends o n the scale and rate of investment The distinctions just mentioned become important; optimal investment policy takes very
different forms depending on the nature of the cost The models presented in the first two sections of this chapter treat irre-versible investment
without any costs of adjustment or fixed costs of decision
Investment under uncertainty with financial constraints
Investment under uncertainty with ﬁnancial constraints Patrick Bolton a, Neng Wang b, Jinqiang Yang c, ∗ a Columbia University, NBER and CEPR,
United States of America b Columbia Business School and NBER, United States of America c The School of Finance, Shanghai University of Finance
and Economics (SUFE), and Shanghai Institute of
Investment Under Uncertainty Robert E. Lucas, Jr; Edward C ...
You have printed the following article: Investment Under Uncertainty Robert E Lucas, Jr; Edward C Prescott Econometrica, Vol 39, No 5 (Sep, 1971),
pp 659-681
Investment under uncertainty and time-inconsistent preferences
(1986), the real options approach to investment under uncertainty has become an essential part of modern economics and ﬁnance1 In this paper, we
consider a particularly well-suited application of the real options framework: the investment decision of an entrepreneur The skills, experience, and
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luck of the entrepreneur have endowed him
A Note on Competitive Investment under Uncertainty
A Note on Competitive Investment under Uncertainty By ROBERT S PINDYCK* Uncertainty over future output prices or input costs can affect
investment by a risk- neutral firm in two opposing ways
UNCERTAINTY AND INVESTMENT: AN EMPIRICAL …
uncertainty appreciably reduces investment in both the short run and the long run Theoretical analyses have suggested a variety of mechanisms
through which uncertainty may influence investment decisions Holders of risky assets require compensation for bearing those risks, so there will be a
risk premium component in the
InvestmentUnderUncertaintyin InformationTechnology ...
InvestmentUnderUncertaintyin InformationTechnology: AcquisitionandDevelopmentProjects EduardoSSchwartz•CarlosZozaya-Gorostiza
AndersonGraduateSchoolofManagement
Investment Under Uncertainty: State Prices in Incomplete ...
investment under uncertainty: state prices in incomplete markets a dissertation submitted to the department of engineering-economic systems and
operations research and the committee on graduate studies of stanford university in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of doctor of
philosophy thomas edward hoff august, 1997
Trade and Investment under Policy Uncertainty: Theory and ...
dynamic heterogeneous rms’ model under policy uncertainty We derive, estimate and quantify the impacts of current and future trade policy on
investment and export decisions by combining novel rm-level and trade policy data in the context of preferential trade agreements
Trade and Investment under Policy Uncertainty: Theory and ...
Trade and Investment under Policy Uncertainty: Theory and Firm Evidence Kyle Handley Nuno Limªoy ABSTRACT: We provide theoretical and
empirical evidence that policy uncertainty can signif-icantly a⁄ect –rm level investment and entry decisions in the context of international trade When
market entry costs are sunk, policy uncertainty can
STRATEGIC CAPACITY INVESTMENT UNDER UNCERTAINTY …
Strategic Capacity Investment under Uncertainty with Volume Flexibility Xingang Wen CentER, Department of Econometrics & Operations Research,
Tilburg University, PO Box 90153, 5000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands Abstract This article considers investment decisions in an uncertain and
competitive framework, with a rst
Investment Decision Making Under Deep Uncertainty
Investment Decision Making Under Deep Uncertainty – Application to Climate Change Stéphane Hallegatte, Ankur Shah, Robert Lempert, Casey
Brown, Stuart Gill Keyword: decision-making under uncertainty, investment, climate change, adaptation JEL: D81, H54, O22, O18, Q54 Stéphane
Hallegatte1, Ankur Shah2, Robert Lempert3, Casey Brown4, Stuart Gill2 1 The World Bank, …
Optimal Investment Under Uncertainty
Optimal Investment Under Uncertainty Abstract price uncertainty on the investment decision of a risk-neutral competitive firm which faces convex
costs of adjustment' This issue has been analyzed by Richard Hartman (1972) and by Robert Pindyck (1982), but they reached dramatically different
results
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Wait-and-see: Investment options under policy uncertainty
models of investment under uncertainty to include ﬁxed costs, irreversibility, and a wedge between the purchase and sale prices of capital The
uncertainty takes the form of a shock to proﬁtability, a combination of demand and cost shocks The result is a model with an inaction region and, if
ﬁxed costs are present, lumpy investment
RISK AND UNCERTAINTY IN INVESTMENT DECISIONS: AN …
Decision making can be classified into three and they are decision making under certainty, decision making under uncertainty and decision making
under risk The word risk connotes taking an action which may lead to loss or profit especially when it relates to investment When
Optimal Leverage and Investment under Uncertainty
Optimal Leverage and Investment under Uncertainty B ela Szem elyy Duke University January 30, 2011 Abstract This paper studies the e ects of
changes in uncertainty on optimal nancing and investment in a dynamic rm nancing model in which rms have access to complete markets subject to
collateral constraints Entrepreneurs nance
EC ONOME T R I C A - JSTOR
EC ONOME T R I C A VOLUME 39 September, 1971 NUMBER 5 INVESTMENT UNDER UNCERTAINTY BY ROBERT E LUCAS, JR AND EDWARD C
PRESCOTT This paper determines the time series behavior of investment, output, and prices in a
Investment under Uncertainty: Entry, Real Options, and ...
Investment under Uncertainty: Entry, Real Options, and Irreversibility under Ambiguity Frank Riedel Institute for Mathematical Economics Bielefeld
University
Interest Rate and Investment under Uncertainty: Evidence ...
Investment under uncertainty is one of the most important economic decisions that investors make (eg Dixit and Pindyck (1994)) Among all variables
that might affect investment, interest rate changes have important implications for monetary and fiscal policies, and have drawn a lot of attention
from economists
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